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In brief

In a global-scale natural experiment

featuring over 10 billion minute-level

sleep observations from sleep-tracking

wristbands, we found that increases in

nighttime temperature harm human sleep

across nearly the entire range of

observed temperatures, with sleep loss

and the risk of insufficient sleep

increasing steeply when nights exceed

10�C. Our findings have significant

implications for international, regional,

and local climate adaptation planning and

illuminate a pathway by which increasing

heat may unequally impact human

functioning, productivity, and health

globally if unmitigated climate change

continues.
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SCIENCEFORSOCIETY Insufficient sleep is a risk factor for several adverse physical andmental outcomes.
A lack of sleep has been associated with reduced cognitive performance, diminished productivity, compro-
mised immune function, adverse cardiovascular outcomes, depression, anger, and suicidal behavior. Ris-
ing temperatures have been associated with reduced sleep, but little is known regarding the influence of
rising outdoor temperatures and weather conditions and the effects of climate change. When compared
with global weather measurements, sleep-tracking data fromwristbands reveal that warmer nighttime tem-
peratures do indeed harm sleep, with the effects unequal. The elderly, residents of lower-income countries,
females, and those already living in hotter climates are disproportionately impacted. Further analysis re-
veals that climate change is already impairing human sleep, and should greenhouse gas concentrations
not be stabilized until the end of the century, each person could be subjected to 2 weeks of short sleep
each year.
SUMMARY
Ambient temperatures are rising worldwide, with the greatest increases recorded at night. Concurrently, the
prevalence of insufficient sleep is rising in many populations. Yet it remains unclear whether warmer-than-
average temperatures causally impact objectivemeasures of sleep globally. Here, we link billions of repeated
sleep measurements from sleep-tracking wristbands comprising over 7 million sleep records (n = 47,628)
across 68 countries to local daily meteorological data. Controlling for individual, seasonal, and time-
varying confounds, increased temperature shortens sleep primarily through delayed onset, increasing the
probability of insufficient sleep. The temperature effect on sleep loss is substantially larger for residents
from lower-income countries and older adults, and females are affected more than males. Those in hotter re-
gions experience comparably more sleep loss per degree of warming, suggesting limited adaptation. By
2099, suboptimal temperatures may erode 50–58 h of sleep per person-year, with climate change producing
geographic inequalities that scale with future emissions.
INTRODUCTION

Converging evidence suggests that climate change is challenging

human mental health and cognitive functioning, although the

behavioral mechanisms remain unclear.1–10 Recent research

based on self-reported data—limited to the United States—sug-

gests that sleep may constitute one such pathway.11–13 Regular

and sufficient sleep supports human physical and mental

health.14 Short sleep duration is associated with reduced cogni-

tive performance,15,16 diminished productivity,17 increased

absenteeism,18 compromised immune function,19 and elevated

risk of hypertension, adverse cardiovascular outcomes,20,21 mor-

tality,20,22 depression, anger, and suicidal behaviors.23,24 Acute
ONEEA
sleep restriction delays reaction times,15 increases accident

risk,25 inhibits the neural encoding of new experiences to mem-

ory,26 and limits the clearance of neurotoxic metabolites from

the brain linked to aging and neurodegenerative diseases.27

Nevertheless, growing proportions of industrialized populations

do not obtain adequate sleep, a development attributed to life-

style and environmental changes, but not yet fully under-

stood.17,28,29 Concurrently, nighttime ambient temperatures are

increasing due to both anthropogenic climate change and the

expansion of urban heat islands.30,31 To inform policy, planning,

and practice, more information is needed about the environ-

mental factors that curtail or promote sufficient sleep globally,

particularly the role played by outdoor ambient temperature.12,32
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Prior research investigating the influence of ambient tempera-

ture on sleep in adults has been largely restricted to short

controlled laboratory studies or imprecise self-report surveys.

Humans and other mammals have developed both neurophysi-

ological and behavioral processes to coordinate rhythms of ther-

moregulation and sleep, presumably to conserve energy expen-

diture.33 In humans, the maximal rate of core body cooling is

strongly correlated with sleep onset, and sleep propensity peaks

near the minimum of the core body temperature rhythm.34,35

Preceding sleep onset, increased blood flow to the distal skin

and extremities enables cooling of the core body temperature.36

Both skin and core body temperatures becomemore sensitive to

environmental temperature during sleep, and duration of wake-

fulness has been shown to increase when temperatures warm

or cool outside of the thermoneutral zone—the range of ambient

temperatures where the body can maintain its core temperature

only through regulating dry heat loss (skin blood flow)—albeit un-

der controlled conditions that constrain human adaptation.37

Far less is known about the influence of outdoor ambient tem-

peratures and meteorological conditions on adult sleep in real-

world settings.12 Evidence from self-report studies indicates

that the prevalence of reported sleep deficiencies increases in

warm weather.11,13,38,39 The largest of these studies pooled

data in the United States from nationally representative health

surveys and found that higher monthly nighttime temperature

anomalies increased self-reported nights of insufficient sleep

during the previous month. However, retrospective self-reported

sleep outcomes are notoriously imprecise, unreliable, and have

been shown to have questionable internal validity.40,41 Thus, it

remains an open question whether, and to what extent, ambient

thermal and weather conditions might affect objective repeated

measures of individual sleep duration and timing across a global

adult population.

In contrast to the limited precision and resolution of the sub-

jective and indirect measures employed by previous studies—

even the largest of which only used data from one country—

the global reach of sleep-tracking wristbands holds promise

for understanding the environmental determinants of human

sleep. Here, we draw on a large-scale sleep dataset of over 10

billion sleep observations registered from 2015 to 2017,

comprising 7.41 million repeated daily sleep records spanning

68 countries using accelerometry-based sleep-tracking wrist-

bands linked to a smartphone application (Figures 1B and 1D).

This sleep dataset replicates established age, interregional,

and socio-temporal sleep characteristics (Experimental proced-

ures; Tables S1 and S2; Figure 1C). Accelerometry-based sleep

tracking devices are increasingly ubiquitous and particularly well

suited for large-scale observational studies,42 offering several

empirical advantages over previous research designs. In situ

sleep measures from sleep-tracking wristbands provide dy-

namic spatial and temporal reference information for precise

merging with meteorological data across diverse geographic re-

gions, enabling the study of the effect of temperature on within-

individual changes across the entire sleep period. Moreover,

objective measures of total sleep duration can be used to inves-

tigate whether temperature affects the probability of obtaining

short sleep, following standard definitions.14

To investigate whether ambient temperature alters sleep, we

pair our sleep observations of nighttime sleep duration (total
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sleep time) and timing (sleep onset, midsleep, and offset) with

geolocated meteorological and climate data (Figures 1A and

1B; Experimental procedures). We specify multivariate fixed-ef-

fects panel models43—derived from the climate econometrics

literature44,45—with individual repeated measures, using as

good as random variation in meteorological variables relative

to local averages to estimate the total effect of ambient nighttime

temperature on individual sleep outcomes (Tables S6 and S7).

An advance of the present study is that our dataset allows us

to control for all stable individual characteristics and leverage

within-person fluctuations in both weather exposures and sleep

outcomes to isolate the plausibly causal effect of nighttime tem-

perature on our person-level sleep outcomes while controlling

for other potentially confounding individual-level, calendar-

date-specific, and subnational administrative region-by-month

spatiotemporal factors that might otherwise bias inference be-

tween temperature exposures and sleep outcomes. Importantly,

this statistical model also controls for location-by-date historical

climate normals and cloud-cover alterations in daylight,

removing the potential confounding effect of seasonality from

our analyses (Tables S6–S8 and S30). Thus, whereas sleep lab-

oratory research in this setting typically manipulates ambient

room temperatures while limiting behavioral adaptation, the

present study seeks to instead estimate the total effect of

quasi-random changes in outside ambient temperatures on

sleep patterns, allowing for habitual behavioral adjustments to

temperature, including possible responses to the environmental

information conveyed by outdoor conditions. This latter point is

important for studying temperature-sleep relationships under

ecologically valid circumstances, because even awareness of

outdoor ambient conditions while indoors may impact sleep

behavior at night.

Summarizing our empirical results, we find that adults fall

asleep later, rise earlier, and sleep less during hot nights. Devi-

ating from the results of laboratory studies that constrained

adaptive behavior, we show that increases in nighttime temper-

ature reduce time slept across the global temperature distribu-

tion, with effects increasing in magnitude as temperatures

become hotter. The effect of a 1�C increase in minimum temper-

ature among the elderly is over twice the effect observed in other

age groups. Further, the effect is nearly three times as large

among globally poorer individuals as it is among individuals in

richer nations and is significantly larger in females as compared

with males. We do not find evidence of sleep adaptation to

warmer temperatures within days, between days, across sum-

mer months, or between climate regions. Indeed, the sleep

impact per degree of temperature increase in warmer locations

is significantly larger than in colder locations. Our results imply

that suboptimal ambient temperatures likely already erode hu-

man sleep considerably early in the 21st century. Coupling our

model estimates with downscaled climate model output, we

project that climate change may exacerbate global environ-

mental inequalities by disproportionately eroding sleep in the

warmest regions, with differential societal sleep impacts scaling

with future atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations. We

verify that our primary conclusions are robust to alternative sam-

ple inclusion criteria, meteorological data, temporal controls,

and outcome measures (Tables S6–S20, S30, S31, S49, and

S50; Figures S2 and S3). Further, our modeling framework
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Figure 1. Global weather station and sleep data coverage

(A) Plotted map of weather stations from the Global Historical Climatology Network-Daily (GHCND). Each blue dot represents one station.

(B) World map depicting the country-level count of accelerometry-based sleep-tracking wristband users included in this study, spanning 68 countries from all

continents except for Antarctica. Countries with relatively more users appear as darker shades of green.

(C) Plot showing regular and dynamic temporal patterns in within-individual sleep duration deviation from average (in hours) over the 2016 calendar year. Each

daily measure corresponds to the mean of all within-individual nightly sleep deviations for active users on that day. Recurring weekend peaks (above zero) and

weekday valleys (below zero) reflect the imbalanced temporal structure of the adult working week—whereby sleep reduction during weekdays is partially

compensated for on weekends with oversleep.

(D) Annual total number of nighttime sleep observations collected over the 2-year period from September 2015 through October 2017, in millions.
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controls for any unobserved, fixed device characteristics, and

we confirm that the period and frequency of sleep-tracking wrist-

band use does not alter our primary results (Experimental pro-

cedures; Tables S32 and S33).

RESULTS

Effects on sleep duration and short sleep probability
The results of our binned temperature regressions indicate that

exogenous increases in nighttime ambient temperature reduce

adult sleep duration across nearly the entire observed tempera-

ture distribution (Figures 2A and S2). Climate change is projected

to continue to increase the magnitude and frequency of extreme

nighttime temperatures beyond the recent historical record. Our

data indicate that, on very warm nights (>30�C), sleep declines

by 14.08 min (�10.61 to �17.55) compared with nights with

the lowest temperature-attributed sleep loss in our sample.
ONEEA
Increasing nighttime temperatures amplify the estimated proba-

bility of obtaining a short night of sleep, measured with multiple

standard definitions for insufficient sleep.14 The probability of

sleeping less than 7 h increases gradually up to 10�C, before
increasing at an elevated rate. Nighttime minimum temperatures

greater than 25�C increase the probability of getting less than 7 h

of sleep by 3.5 percentage points compared with the tempera-

ture baseline of 5�C–10�C (Figure 2D). However, our results

show that the optimum nighttime ambient temperature for suffi-

cient sleep may be considerably lower than this baseline, with

nighttime heat inducing short sleep across most of the tempera-

ture distribution. Providing scale for this estimated relationship,

exposure to nighttime temperatures exceeding 25�C, if extrapo-
lated for an equivalent population of 100,000 adults across a sin-

gle night, would result in 4,600 additional individuals obtaining a

short <7-h night of sleep compared with the estimated optimum

minimum nighttime temperature.
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Figure 2. Increasing temperature shortens the human sleep period

(A) Plot of the relationship between increases in nighttime minimum temperature and the average within-individual change in sleep duration for each temperature

bin. As minimum temperatures rise, sleep duration decreases with a steeper linear decline when temperatures exceed 10�C. Shaded regions represent 95%

confidence intervals computed using heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors clustered on the first administrative division level. Histograms plot the distribution

of observed nighttime temperatures across millions of sleep observations. We confirm sufficient observational support across all temperature bins (Table S5).

(B) High nighttime temperatures significantly compress the human sleep period, primarily through a delay in sleep onset and amarginally smaller advance in sleep

offset. Sleep offset advances under higher nighttime temperatures >15�C, while very cold temperatures below �10�C delay offset timing.

(C) Nighttime temperature increases above �10�C marginally delay midsleep—the midpoint of the human sleep period—although the magnitude of change at

higher temperatures is smaller than concomitant changes in sleep onset and offset.

(D) A plot of the predicted change in the probability of obtaining a short night of sleep across each minimum temperature bin. As temperature increases above

5�C, the probability of obtaining a short night of sleep—measured with three standard criteria—also increases.

(E) Above �10�C, increasing nighttime ambient temperatures delay sleep onset across the observed temperature distribution.
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Our results are robust, even when employing more extreme

thresholds of short sleep, including <6 h and <5 h, demonstrating

that marginal losses in total sleep time with rising temperatures

predisposes people to insufficient sleep attainment (Figure 2D;

Tables S9 and S10). Further, since prior evidence from aggre-

gated mobile phone calling data suggests that people may

compensate for seasonal sleep reductions during the summer

with afternoon naps, we check that our primary results are robust

to replacing nighttime sleep duration with 24-h sleep duration.46

Contrary to the hypothesis that total sleep time might be

conserved, we find that including daytime sleep actually slightly

increases the effect size of temperature on within-individual
ONEEAR 595
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sleep loss within our sample (Tables S8 and S29). Moreover,

constraining our sample to only include high-income countries

does not alter our primary results (Tables S49 and S50).

Our finding that human sleep is unidirectionally sensitive to

increasing ambient temperatures across the temperature distri-

bution differs from previous experimental studies that found re-

ductions in sleep under both high and low environmental temper-

atures.37 Instead, our within-person global analysis uncovers a

similar functional relationship as those identified by prior national

survey analyses using subjective measures of sleep.11,13 In real-

world settings, humans appear to be better at adapting

their surroundings to obtain sufficient sleep under cooler outside
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conditions, whereas sleep loss increases with rising ambient

temperatures. Since other meteorological factors may also influ-

ence sleep, we use our primary flexible model specification

(Experimental procedures; Equation 1) to estimate the human

sleep response to changes in weather. Sleep loss increases

further as a function of the diurnal temperature range—the differ-

ence between daily maximum and minimum temperature. This

result is directionally consistent with the diurnal temperature

range attributed mortality response identified by a recent multi-

country analysis.47 Since our specified model controls for other

weather variables, including cloud cover and relative humidity,

two plausible explanations are that indoor environments may

retain heat gained during the day or that daytime heat may

impart physiological demands that extend into the sleep period.

Importantly, diurnal temperature range is projected to increase

annually over Europe48 and separately across most other re-

gions during summer months under a high-emissions, climate-

change scenario.47 By contrast, high levels of precipitation,

wind speed, and cloud cover each marginally increase sleep

duration (Figure S1). Compared with moderate levels of relative

humidity, both low and high levels reduce sleep, with the former

producing greater sleep reduction, providing initial evidence that

dry conditions may curtail sleep.

Effect on sleep onset, midsleep, and offset
To investigate how the entire sleep period responds to tempera-

ture-driven sleep loss, we construct separate flexible models to

predict sleep onset, midsleep, and offset timing. Drawing on

these combined estimates, we show that rising temperatures

compress the human sleep period through both a larger delay

in sleep onset and a moderate advance in sleep offset. As mini-

mum temperatures rise above �10�C, delays in sleep onset

curtail sleep duration (Figures 2A–2C and 2E) and marginally

delay midsleep. By contrast, nighttime temperature increases

advance sleep offset timing when temperatures exceed 15�C.
Thus, larger declines in sleep duration at warmer nighttime tem-

peratures are jointly driven by both delays in sleep onset and ad-

vances in sleep offset, constricting the human sleep period and

slightly delaying midsleep (Tables S12–S14).

Temperature effects by age group
Individual and environmental demographic factors may modify

the impact of temperature on sleep. Older adulthood is marked

by an attenuated thermoregulatory response to suboptimal envi-

ronmental temperatures, earlier sleep timing, and reduced total

sleep duration.49 Such age-related developments may increase

the nocturnal sensitivity of the elderly to higher ambient temper-

atures, possibly challenging sleep demand. We find that older

adults (>65) aremarkedlymore sensitive to exogenous increases

in nighttime ambient temperature than mid-aged adults and

young adults (Figure 3A). The per-degree effect of nighttime tem-

perature on lost sleep for older adults (coefficient: �0.61) is over

two times (p < 0.01) the effect estimated for mid-age adults (co-

efficient:�0.28). These results add to increasing evidence of the

age-related ambient temperature sensitivity of sleep.11,50 To

explore the emergence of heightened temperature sensitivity in

later life, we run an alternative specification featuring smaller

age groups for every 10-year increment above 30 years of age.

We show that heightened temperature sensitivity may emerge
ONEEA
rapidly after age 60 and increase further beyond age 70

(Table S23).

Temperature effects by sex
Under identical conditions, females’ core body temperatures

decrease earlier in the evening compared with males,51 possibly

exposing females to higher environmental temperatures around

their time of habitual sleep onset. Females have also been shown

to have greater subcutaneous fat thickness, which might impair

nocturnal heat loss.38 Comparing the effect of minimum temper-

ature on sleep duration between sexes reveals that the per-de-

gree negative impact of nighttime temperature rise is signifi-

cantly (p < 0.01) but only slightly larger for females (coefficient:

�0.34) than males (coefficient: �0.27) in our dataset (Figure 3B).

This finding adds to evidence that females may be more predis-

posed to adverse heat effects on health than males.52,53

Temperature effects by country income level
Since access to infrastructure, cooling technologies, and other

unobserved environmental resources may plausibly modify the

extent to which temperature impacts sleep, we further test

whether our results differ across country-income levels. We

find that the effect of minimum nighttime temperature on human

sleep loss is substantially larger for people residing within lower-

middle-income countries (coefficient: �0.85) compared with

countries with higher income levels (Figure 3C; Tables S25 and

S26). The negative effect of nighttime temperature on sleep

duration is 2.8 timesgreater (p=0.087) for residents in lower-mid-

dle-income countries compared with those from high-income

countries (coefficient: �0.30) and 3.6 times greater (p = 0.057)

compared with upper-middle-income countries (coefficient:

�0.23). Collectively, these results provide initial evidence that

countries from all observed income levels are sensitive to the ef-

fect of ambient nighttime temperature onsleep, but theamount of

sleep loss per degree increase may be disproportionately larger

for people in lower-middle-income countries.

Temperature effects by season
To determine whether increases in minimum temperatures

impact human sleep differently over the course of the year, we

inspect the marginal effect of temperature on sleep loss across

each season, accounting for hemispheric differences in season-

ality. Nighttime temperature increases result in sleep loss

throughout the year (Figure 3D). Consistent with the annual

temperature distribution, we find that rising nighttime tempera-

tures decrease sleep duration the most during summer months

(coefficient: �0.55), followed by fall (coefficient: �0.35), spring

(coefficient: �0.25), and winter (coefficient: �0.20) months (all

coefficients are significantly different from zero at the p < 0.01

level). The per-degree effect of an increase in nighttime temper-

ature on sleep loss during the summer is nearly three times larger

than in the winter. Our results provide further evidence that tem-

perature increases impart the largest losses on human sleep

when nighttime temperatures are already elevated (Figure 2A;

Table S21).

Effects by average annual nighttime temperature decile
Those who reside in warmer areas with generally higher temper-

atures may respond to temperature increases differently than
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Figure 3. Demographic, seasonal, and regional subgroup analyses

(A) The marginal effect of temperature by age category on sleep loss produced by interacting age group with nighttime minimum temperature within our primary

model specification (Experimental procedures; Equation 2). The marginal effect of increasing temperature by 1�C on sleep loss is nearly twice the magnitude

for older adults (n = 1,289 adults; n = 155,922 observations) compared with mid-aged adults (n = 39,460 adults; n = 4,078,623 observations) and young adults (n =

2,364 adults; n = 170,626 observations).

(B) The marginal effects of temperature by sex on sleep loss. Those who identify as female (n = 13,302 adults; n = 1,279,271 observations) lose more sleep per

degree increase in minimum temperature compared with those who identify as male (n = 29,811 adults; n = 3,125,900 observations).

(C) Plot of the marginal effects of nighttime minimum temperature by country-level gross national income (GNI). The effect of temperature on sleep loss is

substantially larger for people residing within lower-middle-income countries (n = 995 adults; n = 14,639 observations) compared with upper-middle- (n = 5,910

adults; n = 274,488 observations) and high-income countries (n = 38,675 adults; n = 4,116,044 observations).

(D) The marginal effects of nighttime minimum temperature by season of the year on sleep loss. Temperature increases are associated with the greatest sleep

losses during summer nights, followed by fall, spring, and winter nights.

(E) Marginal effects of a 1�C increase by average minimum temperature decile over the 2015–2017 period, from coldest (dark blue) to warmest (red) locations.

Temperature increases exert larger impacts in warmer regions compared with colder regions. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. ****p < 0.001,

***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, and *p < 0.1.
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those living in colder regions.54 To investigate whether the effect

of temperature differs by ambient climate context, we conducted

a heterogeneity analysis by decile of average local minimum

temperature over the 2015–2017 period (Experimental proced-

ures; Table S28; Figure 3E). We find that, compared with the

coldest average temperature decile, marginal effects of mini-

mum temperature on sleep loss are significantly larger for resi-

dents of warmer deciles (4th–10th deciles). Those living in hotter

regions experience comparably more sleep loss per degree of

warming, suggestive of limited adaptation in warmer climates.

These results appear consistent with our binned temperature

specifications (Figure 2A), showing that temperature increases

at colder temperatures yield smaller effect sizes.
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Intra-annual and inter-day adaptation
Since prior research suggests that people may be able to phys-

iologically or behaviorally acclimatize to warmer temperatures

over relatively short periods of time,55 we further assess possible

intra-annual and inter-day sleep adaptation to ambient tempera-

ture. First, we test whether human sleep responds differently to

nighttime temperature increases experienced during the first

month of summer—when nights with locally hotter temperatures

are relatively newer—versus the last month of summer when

they are more familiar.55 While short-run acclimatization would

be apparent if the effect of temperature on sleep duration dimin-

ishes from the first to the last month of summer, we instead find

evidence that nighttime temperatures appear to incur similar to
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Figure 4. Projected excess sleep loss by climate-change scenario

(A) Global population-weighted average individual-level projections for the impact of elevated nighttime temperatures on hours of sleep loss under a midcentury

stabilized atmospheric GHG concentration scenario (RCP4.5 in purple) and an increasing GHG concentration climate-change scenario (RCP8.5 in orange). Each

line represents the estimated annual total per-person excess sleep loss due to suboptimal ambient temperature for a different downscaled climate model

projection, averaged across all country-level pixels within the dataset. The dark colored lines plot the scenario-specific ensemble mean projected loss across 21

statistically downscaled global CMIP5 climate models. Sleep loss increases over time due to projected warming across all countries.

(B) Mean individual projections of the cumulative annual count of short (<7 h) sleep nights per person due to nighttime ambient temperature in 2010, 2050, and

2099. Rain cloud plots depict the distributions of projected annual sleep impacts across 21 bias-corrected and statistically downscaled CMIP5 climate models

under RCP4.5 (purple) and RCP8.5 (orange) warming scenarios. Vertical marks beneath each distribution depict CMIP5 climate-model-specific projection es-

timates, with the median model projections shown as darkened marks.
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marginally more sleep loss near the end of summer, when

warmer temperatures are relatively less novel (Experimental pro-

cedures; Table S38). Second, after a given temperature expo-

sure, people may physiologically adapt or otherwise shift when

they get sleep via intertemporal substitution across days. For

instance, short-term reductions in sleep due to temperature

may in turn increase homeostatic sleep pressure that facilitates

subsequent recovery of initial sleep loss.56 Alternatively, previ-

ous days’ thermal conditions may further disrupt sleep via de-

layed impacts not captured by our contemporaneous effect es-

timates. To account for this, we estimate a distributed lag model

that includes laggedminimum temperature terms from the previ-

ous 7 days. We find that an increase in nighttime temperature

produces additional delayed sleep loss: the sum of the contem-

poraneous and lagged coefficients is �30% larger than the

contemporaneous effect of temperature alone (Table S39). Coef-

ficients remain negative through the 5th lag, with cumulative

sleep loss growing up until a small partial rebound on days 6

and 7. These results persist when including lags for all weather

variables or including temperature lags for each of the preceding

14 days (Tables S39 and S40), indicating that a rise in ambient

temperature yields cumulatively larger net sleep loss rather

than delayed sleep substitution.

Annual individual sleep loss and short sleep projections
Finally, abiding by the assumption that future sleep loss will

respond to projected changes in nighttime minimum tempera-

ture as they have responded to them in the recent past, we

construct projections for the impact of ambient warming on cu-

mulative annual individual sleep loss and temperature-attributed

short sleep for all countries within our dataset (Figure 1B).

Consistent with the climate impacts literature, we draw upon
ONEEA
gridded data from 21 global climate models run under both

end-of-century stabilization (Representative Concentration

Pathway 4.5 [RCP4.5]) and increasing (RCP8.5) atmospheric

greenhouse gas concentration scenarios and link downscaled,

nighttime temperature projections with our spline regression

model to compute the per-person average annual excess sleep

loss expected at the beginning, middle, and end of the century

(Figures 4A and 4B; Experimental procedures). Taking a world-

population-weighted average across all grid-cell-level daily

time series and each of the 21 climate models, we estimate

that annual individual excess sleep loss due to suboptimal night-

time temperature was likely considerable near the beginning of

the 21st century, with temperatures eroding an estimated 44

excess hours of sleep per person annually on average (Figure 4A)

and contributing approximately 11 additional nights of short

sleep per person annually, based on downscaled climate simu-

lation data for 2010 (Figure 4B). Total annual sleep loss due to

warming nighttime temperatures may steadily increase by mid-

century, with yearly losses becoming markedly larger by 2099

under an increasing greenhouse gas (GHG) scenario but only

moderately larger under a scenario in which atmospheric GHG

concentrations stabilize by the end of the century (Figure 4A).

Mean projected temperature-attributed individual excess sleep

loss in 2099 varies from �50 (range: 46.7–53.6) h per year in a

stabilized GHG concentration scenario (RCP4.5) to �58 (range:

52.7–65.2) h in an increasing GHG concentration scenario

(RCP8.5). Sleep erosion is projected to exact growing societal

sleep impacts, with the number of temperature-attributed short

nights of sleep estimated to increase from �11 per person per

year in 2010 to�12 short nights per year by 2050 under an inter-

mediate RCP4.5 scenario. By the end of the century, nighttime

temperatures may contribute to �13 (range: 11.9–13.8) short
R 595
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nights of sleep per person per year under the stabilized RCP4.5

pathway and over �15 (range: 13.6–17.0) short nights of sleep

per year under the increasing GHG concentration (RCP8.5)

pathway.

These globally averaged, population-weighted estimates

mask considerable spatial heterogeneity in impacts, with pro-

jected geographic inequalities in temperature-driven sleep loss

(Figures 5A–5D) expected to increase over time. Without further

adaptation by the end of the century, residents in the warmest

areas are projected to experience over 23 h of additional temper-

ature-driven sleep loss per year by 2099 under a high GHG con-

centration scenario and 8.5 h of additional sleep loss under an in-

termediate stabilization scenario (Figures 5A–5D and S6), net of

existing temperature-attributed excess sleep loss apparent in

2010 (Figure 4; Experimental procedures). Similarly, future

warming is projected to unequally increase temperature-driven

short sleep. Disparities in estimated net sleep erosion increase

both over time and across space between warmer and colder re-

gions under all scenarios (Figures 5E–5H), but differential im-

pacts are projected to be more modest under an increasingly

plausible scenario in which atmospheric GHG concentrations

stabilize by the end of the century (RCP4.5). By the end of the

21st century, adults in the warmest regions are expected to

experience approximately 3 additional nights of short sleep per

year due to rising nighttime temperatures under the more mod-

erate (RCP 4.5) scenario compared with upwards of 7 additional

nights of short sleep under a ‘‘no policy’’ increasing GHG con-

centration (RCP 8.5) scenario. Critically, these projected

changes are net of estimated temperature-attributed sleep im-

pacts at the beginning of the 21st century (Figure 4), and our re-

sults indicate that suboptimal, warmer ambient temperatures

likely already contribute to insufficient sleep globally (Figure 2D).

Importantly, our historical estimates underlying these projec-

tions may also be conservative, since the majority of data arise

from high-income countries and are skewed toward a middle-

aged, male demographic (Experimental procedures). Indeed,

our subgroup analyses indicate that future sleep loss may be

larger by a factor of �3 for lower-income countries, a factor of

�2 for demographically older populations and marginally higher

for women (Figure 3). Moreover, the cumulative impact of lagged

temperature effects likely exceeds the contemporaneous esti-

mates used in these projections (Results; Tables S39–S41).

Future planetary-scale research is needed that systematically in-

vestigates the impact of rising temperatures and other climate

hazards on the sleep outcomes of vulnerable populations,

particularly those residing in low-income countries and

communities.

DISCUSSION

In summary, we provide extensive evidence that human sleep is

sensitive to nighttime ambient temperature, posing an additional

climate-change-related threat to global public health and human

well being. Increases in nighttime minimum temperature reduce

sleep duration and increase the probability of obtaining insuffi-

cient sleep via the constriction of the human sleep period, pri-

marily by delaying when people fall asleep. The effect of night-

time temperature on sleep loss is amplified for lower-income

countries, older adults, and females. Our results suggest that
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temperature-driven sleep loss is evident across demographics,

and increasing temperatures lead to some within-person sleep

loss across all seasons, with the largest losses during the warm-

est months and on nights when minimum temperatures exceed

10�C. We do not find evidence of short-term acclimatization of

sleep to warmer temperatures via intra-day, inter-day, or intra-

annual substitution, and the marginal effect of increasing tem-

perature is even larger for those already living in globally warmer

regions compared with those residing in colder areas. Taken

together, we find limited evidence of human sleep adaptation

to hotter temperatures. We estimate that suboptimal nighttime

temperatures likely already inflict considerable individual sleep

loss early in the 21st century, and thus, increasing nighttime tem-

peratures may further erode human sleep into the future. The

burden of future warming will not be evenly distributed, barring

further adaptation and mitigation, with people living in hotter cli-

mates expected to lose considerably more hours of sleep per

year by 2099, contributing to societal impacts that scale with

the level of future atmospheric GHG concentrations. Taken

together, our results demonstrate that temperature-driven sleep

loss likely has and may continue to exacerbate global environ-

mental inequalities.

Our results carry significant implications for adaptation plan-

ning, policy, and research. Growing evidence faults increases

in temperature with societal impacts to public health, behavior,

andmental well being, although the causal mechanisms have re-

mained poorly characterized.1,4,7,9,10,45,57–64 Insufficient sleep

increases the risk of many of the same negative physiological,

behavioral, social, and economic outcomes shown to increase

with high temperatures.5–8,13,53,65–73 Thus, sleep may act as a

key biobehavioral mechanism between ambient temperature

and adverse human outcomes, with implications for human per-

formance and productivity as well as physical and mental

health.13,15,18–21,23–25 For instance, by elevating the probability

of short sleep, high ambient temperatures may predispose sus-

ceptible segments of society to worsened affect,23,74 anger and

aggression,23,24 hypertension and adverse cardiovascular out-

comes,20–22 diminished cognitive performance,15,16 elevated

risk of accidents and injuries,25 and compromised immune sys-

tem functioning.19 While further research should seek to clarify

this hypothesis, addressing the nocturnal impact of rising

ambient temperatures on human sleep may be an efficient early

intervention to reduce downstream adverse behavioral and

developmental impacts linked to insufficient sleep. Through the

use of consistently measured sleep records registered by

sleep-tracking wristbands, our findings indicate that elevated

temperatures drive sleep loss primarily by delaying when people

fall asleep, providing a specific target for future adaptive inter-

ventions that seek to attenuate the impact of nighttime heat.

Interestingly, a corollary to our results is that ambient cooling

interventions may be able to promote sleep gain (Figure 2A).

Although access to air conditioningmay partially buffer the effect

of high ambient temperatures (Figure 3C), these same adaptive

technologies can potentially exacerbate the unequal burdens

of both global and local warming, through increased GHG emis-

sions and ambient heat displacement.31,58,75,76 Moreover,

continued urbanization is expected to further amplify ambient

heat exposure.77,78 Heat-resilient planning, environmental

design, and biopsychosocial interventions may be needed to
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Figure 5. Projected net sleep change from future warming

(A–D) World maps projecting annual individual temperature-attributed net sleep loss by 2050 and 2099 (net of 2010 temperature-driven sleep loss) under in-

termediate (RCP4.5, left) and high GHG concentration (RCP8.5, right) scenarios. Each colored grid cell represents the additional per-person annual sleep loss

projected for the corresponding 25 3 25 km area using the ensemble average of 21 NASA bias-corrected and statistically downscaled CMIP5 models. Darker

purple colors represent areas with the lowest projected annual net sleep losses from the 2010 baseline, while lighter yellow colors signal areas with the largest

annual sleep reductions. Projections are only shown for countries in the dataset; other countries shown in gray. Geographic inequality in themagnitude of climate-

change-driven sleep loss is evident already by 2050 and becomes more pronounced by the end of the century, with global inequalities scaling with the level of

future emissions.

(E–H) Global impact maps projecting the individual excess count of temperature-attributed nights of short sleep by 2050 and 2099 (net of 2010 temperature-

attributed sleep loss) under a midcentury stabilized GHG concentration scenario (RCP4.5, left) and unmitigated increasing GHG concentration scenario (RCP8.5,

right). Grid cells depict the additional annual number of short (<7 h) sleep nights per person for the specified 25 3 25 km area above the 2010 baseline. Brown

colors indicate areas with relatively lower impacts on insufficient sleep, orange colors depict areas with moderate impacts, and red colors represent regions with

more severe impacts. Planetary-scale societal sleep impacts due to ambient temperature accrue unevenly across regions and over time, with higher GHG

concentrations leading to more pervasive severe impacts.
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equitably protect the world’s urban population centers and

vulnerable communities from differential exposure to magnified

nighttime temperatures.59,79–81

Several considerations should be taken into account when in-

terpreting our results. First, global access and adoption of wear-

able devices is not geographically or demographically uniform.

Our dataset contains more people who are middle-aged, male,

and from high- and upper-middle-income countries (Figure 1B;

Experimental procedures). Given that nighttime temperature

effects are larger for females, the elderly, and lower-middle-in-

come countries in our sample, the magnitude of our primary

effect estimates and projections is likely conservative. Sleep-

tracking wristband ownership may also be associated with un-

observed demographic factors, including higher socioeconomic

status, physiological resilience, and access to cooling technolo-

gies, possibly reducing the accuracy of our estimates—espe-

cially in lower-middle-income countries.76

Second, the deconvolution process used in our analyses likely

mechanically biases our effect estimates toward zero.82 Never-

theless, we observe consistent ambient-temperature effects on

sleep—even for people living in industrialized societies and

high-income countries with plausible access to air conditioning

(Figure 3C). Moreover, station-based measures of ambient tem-

perature may differ from actual temperature exposures

where people live, likely attenuating the magnitude of our empir-

ical estimates of the relationship between temperature and

sleep.35,39,83 As such, results from our ecological study reflect

the total effect of ambient outdoor temperature on human sleep

duration and timing, including all sleep-adjacent behavioral ef-

fects. For instance, temperature-altered physical activities—

previously shown to be sensitive to ambient thermal condi-

tions55,84–87—may subsequently impact human sleep. Indeed,

in an alternative model specification where we simultaneously

includemaximum andminimum temperature as explanatory var-

iables, we find that daytime maximum temperatures may result

in greater sleep loss (Table S45). However, we interpret this

exploratory result cautiously since the specification risks intro-

ducing multicollinearity due to serial correlation between daily

minimum and maximum temperature values. Future multi-coun-

try studies with paired person-level physical activity outcomes

are needed to assess whether altered physical activity may be

implicated in the causal pathway linking temperature and sleep

outcomes, including the delay in sleep onset that we identify.

Third, the current study primarily measures changes in sleep

duration and timing, which does not convey how the observed

decline in sleep duration impacts underlying sleep physiology.

Controlled experiments with human subjects have shown that

rapid eye movement (REM) and non-REM (NREM) sleep

decrease when people are exposed to high environmental tem-

peratures.37 Yet it remains unclear how ambient temperature

modulates human sleep architecture and other neurobehavioral

correlates of restorative sleep in real-world settings globally.34 If

people respond differently outside of the sleep laboratory, for

instance, via adaptive improvements to sleep quality, then the

consequences of the sleep loss we identify may be partially

offset. In an initial exploratory analysis (mirroring our analytical

approach outlined in Equation 1), we investigate the influence

of ambient temperature on sleep interruption—the probability

that an individual wakes up one or more times during the night-
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time sleep period. We do not find evidence that an increase in

ambient temperature significantly reduces or otherwise alters

registered nighttime awakening (Table S51), suggesting that

temperature-driven reductions in sleep quantity may not be

compensated for with improvements in sleep quality. However,

similar to wrist actigraphy, accelerometer-based activity-

tracking wristbands may underestimate nighttime awakenings,

suggesting that the sleep impact estimates in this study may

be conservative. Future in situ research should further investi-

gate whether sleep fragmentation is also sensitive to ambient

weather conditions. Moreover, global research is needed to un-

derstand the impact of ambient temperature on sleep disor-

ders12 and coping behaviors.88

Fourth, although our sample includes data from 68 countries

spanning all populated continents, it has sparse coverage for

large parts of Africa, Central America, South America, and the

Middle East—regions that already rank among the warmest in

the world (Figure 5). Climate projections indicate that many of

the countries within these regions will be disproportionately

exposed to some of the highest ambient temperatures and

most cooling degree days, warranting future study.75

Lastly, even though we show that rising temperatures exert

larger impacts in warmer regions and do not find evidence of

short-term acclimatization, it is possible that people may adapt

to warmer nighttime temperatures in the future through techno-

logical or environmental developments not captured by our his-

torical estimates, which likely already reflect considerable adap-

tation (Figure 3C).89,90 To this end, future research is needed to

investigate equitable policy, planning, and design innovations

that alleviate the stress of elevated nighttime temperatures and

promote resilient slumber on an individual, societal, and plane-

tary scale.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Resource availability

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources should be directed to lead

author, Kelton Minor (kmi@samf.ku.dk).

Materials availability

No new materials were generated in this study.

Data and code availability

Meteorological data are publicly available from https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/

ghcn-daily-description and https://psl.noaa.gov/data/gridded/data.ncep.

reanalysis2.html. Global population data are available online from https://

sedac.ciesin.columbia.edu/data/set/gpw-v4-population-count-rev11. Global

climate sleep projection data, analysis code, and derived model data that sup-

port the findings of this study have been deposited at Harvard Dataverse under

the DOI [Link] Qand are publicly available as of the date of publication. Raw data

are not publicly available to preserve the privacy of participants. Interested re-

searchers may contact the corresponding authors about additional analyses.

Data description

No statistical methods were used to predetermine sample size, consistent with

recent large-scale behavioral studies employing digital trace data.91 Data-

streams from mobile activity-tracking devices hold potential utility for assess-

ing the human impacts of global environmental changes, with a recent system-

atic review specifically highlighting the need for large-scale sleep studies that

usewearable devices to register consistent, objective measures of sleep in situ

across a variety of ambient conditions and climatological settings.92,93 For our

person-level analysis, we include sleep entries collected over a 2-year period

from September 2015 through October 2017 from 47,628 anonymous adults

who electronically consented for their data to be processed for research
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purposes. All data analyses were carried out in accordance with the EU’s Gen-

eral Data Protection Regulation 2016/679 (GDPR) and the regulations set out

by the Danish Data Protection Agency. To our knowledge, this is the largest

sample of mobile sleep-tracking-device users yet employed to study the rela-

tionship between meteorological factors and human sleep. To investigate

whether meteorological variables influence several sleep parameters of inter-

est, we register the following for each subject in our dataset: the onset time

when the sleep period commences (sleep onset), the midpoint of the regis-

tered sleep period (midsleep), the detected time when the sleep period ends

(sleep offset), and the total sleep time registered during a given night (sleep

duration).

Self-reported age, sex, height, and weight data were registered via a single

cross-sectional report at the onset of participation and were aggregated into

age group, sex, and World Health Organization (WHO) BMI categories during

a preprocessing stage. We aggregated 10.67 billion sleep-state observa-

tions—measured in 1-min epochs—into 7.41 million sleep records. Geolocal-

ized sleep observations were linked with nightly meteorological data from two

sources. For each nighttime sleep observation, we compute the inverse dis-

tance-weighted average of nearby station-level records of minimum tempera-

ture, maximum temperature, diurnal temperature range, and precipitation data

within a 100-km radius, using stationmeasurements from the National Centers

for Environmental Information Global Historical Climatology Network - Daily

(GHCND) dataset. In addition, we link each observation to gridded wind speed,

daily cloud cover, and relative humidity data from the National Centers for

Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Reanalysis 2 project.94,95

Inclusion criteria

We adopt inclusion criteria for min and max allowable sleep duration used in

prior global observational sleep studies (4 h < sleep duration < 12 h).96 To study

the effect of nighttime ambient temperature on concurrent sleep attainment

during the nocturnal period, we further filter sleep entries based on local timing

(19:00 < sleep onset time < 08:00 and 00:00 < sleep offset time < 15:00). Our

primary results are robust to using alternative sleep timing filters used in the

literature instead of these wider criteria (Table S31).96,97 Since people may

compensate for insufficient sleep at night with daytime naps shorter than 4

h, we confirm that our primary results are robust to using 24-h sleep attainment

instead (Table S8). To ensure sufficient temporal coverage, we require each

person to have a minimum of 4 weeks (28 nights) with sleep entries and entries

on at least 25% of nights spanning the period from first to last use. Our results

are robust to alternative temporal inclusion criteria, including constraining our

analysis to only those with greater than 56, 84, and 112 total nights with sleep

entries (Table S33). Furthermore, our results persist when constraining our

sample to those with regular wristband use on 50%, 75%, and 85% of nights

from their date of first use (Table S32).

Sleep measurement

The data were registered by SWR30 and SWR12 waterproof sleep-tracking

wristbands that utilize an internal accelerometer to detect movement andmea-

sure sleep and wake states in 1-min epochs. The wristbands have been inter-

nally validated at temperatures exceeding those observed in the present study

and have a listed operating temperature range of �20�C–60�C, well beyond

the distribution of ambient temperatures encountered in this study. The sleep-

and wake-state estimates produced by these sleep-tracking wristbands have

been found to accurately align with independent, contemporaneous measure-

ments of mobile-device inactivity and activity, a behavioral proxy for wakeful-

ness.98 Further, the external validity of sleep estimates produced by these de-

vices has been assessed by comparing the national and demographic sleep

estimates generated by the accelerometer-based wristbands to results from

a suite of previously published sleep studies.99 The resulting global dataset re-

produces established socio-temporal, demographic, and geographic sleep

trends. Distinct weekend-weekday differences in sleep duration are indicative

of characteristic work and social schedules that constrain human sleep, with

reduced sleep on weekdays and sleep recovery on weekends (Figure 1C;

Table S2). For this sample of wristband users, the median individual average

nighttime sleep duration was 7.1 h. A greater percentage of older adults

(43.6%) regularly slept less than 7 h a night compared with young adults

(32.7%), and middle-aged adults had shorter average sleep duration during

the working week compared with both younger and older adults, consistent
ONEEA
with the literature (Tables S1 and S2).100 Previous research also suggests

that average sleep duration in East Asian countries is moderately lower than

in Western countries.96,101,102 Our wearable dataset replicates these regional

differences.99 For instance, adults in Japan sleep less on both weekdays and

weekends compared with adults from four different European countries,

across all adult age ranges (Table S2).

Sample characteristics

Our sample consists of people who self-selected into sleep-tracking wristband

use and thus differs from background populations in both observable and un-

observable ways. We observe that our sample consists of a greater proportion

of males (�69%) than females (�31%). Further, participants in the dataset

resided entirely within high- and middle-income countries. Approximately

80% of included users were from 42 different high-income countries and

�20%were from 26middle-income countries, with�2% from nine lower-mid-

dle-income countries. The sample consists primarily of middle-aged adults

(25–65 years; �91%), with fewer young adults (19–25 years; 6%) and older

adults (65+ years; 3%). The age-standardized BMI values from the top five

countries with the most users in our dataset (Japan, Germany, United

Kingdom, Sweden, and Spain) fall within or near the WHO population estimate

ranges for these countries (Table S4). Of note, the age-standardized BMI for

both men and women from Japan was slightly higher than the WHO range.

We do not find evidence for heterogeneity in the effect of nighttime tempera-

ture on sleep duration across BMI categories in our dataset (Figure S5).

Models

Our primary relationship of interest is the effect of daily nighttime minimum

temperature on within-person sleep outcomes.

Person-level multivariate flexible fixed effects panel regression

Yiktm = fðTMINiktmÞ + TMIN:NORM1981to2010iktm + Zh + ai + mt

+ nkm + εiktm

(Equation 1)

In this multivariate, fixed-effects panel model, i indexes individuals, k in-

dexes first-level administrative division (e.g., states), t indexes unique date

of study, and m indexes unique calendar months. Our dependent variable

Yiktm represents the sleep duration (in minutes) of individual i in a given first

administrative region k on date t and calendar month m. Thus, Yiktm sequen-

tially represents sleep duration (in minutes) (Figure 1A), sleep onset (Figure 1E),

midsleep (Figure 1C), offset (Figure 1B), and an indicator for short sleep (using

several standard threshold definitions) (Figure 1D; Tables S9–S11).14 Our inde-

pendent variable of interest is minimum nighttime temperature, TMINiktm.

We also control for local seasonality through the inclusion of 1981–

2010 days-of-year averages of minimum temperature from 1981 to 2010,

TMIN:NORM1981to2010iktm computed for each location-night. Further, we

control for daily precipitation, diurnal temperature range (TMAXiktm �
TMINiktm), percentage cloud cover, relative humidity, and average wind speed,

represented via Zh, as failure to do so may bias our estimates of the effect of

nighttime minimum temperature on our sleep outcome measure.44 In Equa-

tion 1, we convert continuous meteorological variables into indicator variables

for each 5�Cminimum temperature bin (e.g., fðTMINiktmÞ), 5�C diurnal temper-

ature range bin,84 1-cm precipitation bin, 5-m/s windspeed bin, and 20 per-

centage point bin of cloud cover and relative humidity. This enables us to flex-

ibly estimate a nonlinear relationship between each of our meteorological

variables and sleep outcomes (Figures 2A and S1).55 We omit the 5�C–10�C
minimum temperature, 5�C–10�C diurnal temperature range, 0-cm precipita-

tion, 0- to 5-m/s windspeed, 0% cloud cover, and 60%–80% humidity bins

as reference categories. Finally, we also include climate normals within Zh

for each of our meteorological control variables, computed as the day-of-

year average value from 1981 to 2010 for a given location-date using inverse

distance-weighted weather station values and extracted gridded reanalysis

time series.We interpret our estimates as the averagewithin-individual change

in sleep outcomes at a particular temperature bin relative to these baselines.

Unobservable person-specific, location-specific, or temporal factors may

influence sleep outcomes. To ensure that these individual-specific factors
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do not bias our estimates of the effect of weather on sleep, we include

ai—representing user-level indicator variables—in Equation 1. These variables

control for all stable unobserved characteristics for each person and sleep-

tracking wristband.44 Further, there may be unobserved daily developments

or region-specific seasonal changes—such as daylight—or secular trends

influencing sleeping outcomes that might spuriously correlate with the

weather. In order to control for these potential confounders, we include mt

and nkm in Equation 1, representing date of study (e.g., ‘‘2015-11-11’’ and

‘‘2016-11-11’’) and first admin-by-calendar month indicator variables, respec-

tively. Our primary results are robust to alternative temporal controls, including

replacing first admin-by-month with first admin-by-week indicator variables to

control for administrative region-specific weekly changes (Table S30).

Our empirical identifying assumption, consistent with the climate econo-

metrics literature,44,103 is that the remaining variation in daily minimum tem-

perature is as good as random after conditioning on these fixed effects.104

The estimated model coefficients from TMINiktm can thus be interpreted as

the causal effect of an increase in minimum nighttime temperature on sleep

duration.45,105 We estimate Equation 1 using ordinary least squares and

adjust for possible spatial and serial correlation in εiktm by employing hetero-

skedasticity-robust standard errors clustered at the first administrative divi-

sion level. We omit non-climatic control variables from Equation 1 because

of their potential to generate bias in our parameters of interest.44,106,107

Our results are consistent when binning each of our climate control variables

as well (Tables S34–S36) and separately remain significant when clustering

standard errors on both spatial units (first administrative region) and temporal

units (date of study) (Tables S46–S48). Our flexible model results are robust

to substituting the National Weather Service (NWS) Heat Index108—a mea-

sure of heat stress—for minimum temperature and relative humidity in Equa-

tion 1 (Figure S2B; Table S16). Our primary results persist when aggregating

person-level sleep observations to the first-administrative-region-night level

with mean sleep duration as the dependent variable (Tables S43 and S44).

See supplemental information for a description of additional robustness

checks.

The global weather data that we rely on for our primary historical estimate

have a higher concentration of stations providing temperature and precipita-

tion measurements over North America and Eurasia than over Africa and parts

of South America, resulting in some exclusion of users into the final sample for

our primary model and potentially less precise ambient temperature estimates

for lower-middle-income countries. Our results are robust to using globally

gridded reanalysis data instead, resulting in a more inclusive sample and

slightly larger sleep loss estimates across the temperature distribution (Fig-

ure S2A; Tables S6–S8).94 Importantly, the resulting empirical estimates

from our analyses are likely conservative. A combination of measurement error

and amplification of noise due to the deconvolution process we use in our an-

alyses likely further biases our estimates of the relationship between temper-

ature and sleep outcomes toward zero.82,83,109
Sociodemographic and seasonal subgroup analyses

Yiktm = TMINiktm �Bs + TMINORM1981to2010iktm + Zh + ai + mt

+ nkm + εiktm

(Equation 2)

As an alternative to our primary binned specification, we also estimate a

multivariate fixed-effects linear panel model, where fðÞ is replacedwith a linear

function (Table S8). In order to inspect the marginal effect of temperature by

subgroups on our relationship of interest, we preserve this specification and

sequentially interact our continuous measure for nighttime minimum tempera-

ture TMINiktm with a categorical variable Bs, successively representing age

group (Figure 3A), sex (Figure 3B), World Bank gross national income (GNI)

category (Figure 3C), season of the year (Figure 3D; Table S21), and BMI

group (Figure S5). We interpret the resulting estimates as the marginal

effects of a 1�C minimum temperature increase on sleep loss for each sub-

group relative to the corresponding reference category (Figures 3 and S5;

Tables S22–S27). Since demographic category information is not available

for some subjects across all subgroup categories, our sample size in these re-

gressions varies.
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Acclimatization tests I and II: Regional climate adaptation and intra-

annual adaptation

To investigate regional adaptation—whether those residing in regions with

generally warmer average nighttime temperatures are differentially resilient

to temperature shocks compared with those residing in colder regions—we

employ this same specification with contemporaneous nighttime temperature

interacted with deciles of average location-specific minimum temperature

over the 2015–2017 study period (D1, coldest to D10, warmest) (Figure 3E;

Table S28). To test for possible medium-term acclimatization to warmer night-

time temperatures, we extract a subset of the data consisting of the first and

last summermonths for each location and year of observation. Thus, for obser-

vations originating from the northern hemisphere (southern hemisphere), June

(December) is labeled as the first month of summer when locally warmer tem-

peratures are a relatively newer occurrence, while August (February) is labeled

as the last month of summer when elevated temperatures have become more

familiar. We employ a summer month interaction term Bs in Equation 2 while

otherwise keeping the samemodel specification. The resulting estimate repre-

sents themarginal effect of a 1�Cminimum temperature increase on sleep out-

comes during the last summer month compared with the first (Table S38).

Acclimatization tests III and IV: Inter-day adaptation and intra-day

adaptation

Yiktm = TMINiktm + TMINikðt� 1Þm + TMIN/ikðt� nÞm + TNORMiktm + Zh

+ ai + mt + nkm + εiktm

(Equation 3)

To investigate the lagged effects of nighttime minimum temperature on po-

tential delayed sleep displacement or recovery, we specify a distributed lag

model that includes both a contemporaneous and lagged temperature terms

TMINikðt� xÞm for each of the previous 7 days (Table S39). As robustness

checks, we also run a version of this specification with lagged minimum tem-

perature terms for each of the preceding 14 days and a separate specification

with lagged terms for all weather variables over the previous 7 days

(Table S39). To assess possible acute adaptation via intra-day substitution

of nighttime sleep with daytime rest, we estimate an alternative version of

our primary specification where nighttime sleep is replaced with a 24-h sleep

measure (Table S8).

Alternative temperature measure flexible fixed-effects panel

regression

Yiktm = fðTMIN: ANOMALY1981to2010iktmÞ + Zh + ai + mt + nkm + εiktm

(Equation 4)

Climate change is increasing the frequency and magnitude of warmer than

normal nights. As an alternative specification to Equation 1, we replace both

fðTMINiktmÞ and TMINORM1981to2010iktm with a single term: nighttime tem-

perature anomalies fðTMIN: ANOMALY1981to2010iktmÞ. This new indepen-

dent variable of interest represents the nightly minimum temperature deviation

from the normal historical average (from 1981 to 2010) for each subject-night

(Table S18). We include 1�C flexible temperature anomaly bins to semi-para-

metrically estimate the relationship between nighttime minimum temperature

anomalies and sleep duration. Furthermore, we add binned meteorological

controls, employing the same baseline categories as specified in Equation 1.

We omit the temperature anomaly reference range of�0.5�C–0.5�C and inter-

pret our estimates as the average within-individual change in sleep duration

within a particular nighttime temperature anomaly bin relative to this baseline

bin (Figure S4; Table S19). We estimate a linear version of this specification as

a further robustness check (Table S18).

Spline regression models

To investigate how climate change may impact temperature-driven human

sleep loss and the prevalence of short sleep in 2050 and 2099, we

draw upon data from 21 Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5

(CMIP5) models110 run separately under an intermediate ‘‘stabilization’’ sce-

nario (RCP4.5) and increasing atmospheric GHG concentration scenario
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RCP8.5111 and extract NASA Earth Exchange Global Daily Downscaled Pro-

jections (NEX-GDDP) bias-corrected, statistically downscaled, nightly temper-

ature time series112 for each 25 3 25 km grid cell spanning each country

included in our global sleep dataset. Although RCP8.5 is increasingly viewed

as a less plausible anthropogenic forcing scenario given recent decarboniza-

tion trends,113,114 we include it for the purpose of modeling the risk associated

with a ‘‘no mitigation policy’’ counterfactual future. Further, large uncertainties

in the Earth climate system prevent ruling out large future warming if condi-

tional and unconditional emissions pledges are not implemented.115,116

Climate change is projected to extend the nighttime temperature distribution

rightwards, resulting in extreme ambient temperatures that exceed our histor-

ical observations. Rather than assigning these extreme temperatures the fitted

value from the highest temperature bin within the historical distribution, we fit a

linear spline to the data—with knots placed at�20�C and 10�C—and forecast

behavioral estimates for projected temperatures for 2050 and 2099.84 We

construct spline models for both individual sleep duration and short sleep

probability (Table S37). The functional forms yielded by the spline models

closely mirror the relationships uncovered by Equation 1.

Person-level annual-temperature-attributed excess sleep

projection plots

To plot the projected average excess sleep loss attributed to suboptimal

ambient temperature (Figure 4A), we apply our spline regression model output

to extract the 2010, 2050, and 2099 average daily minimum temperature pre-

dicted sleep loss from all 21 of NASA’s NEX-GDDP bias-corrected, statistically

downscaled daily climate models. We sum the daily projected sleep loss and

short sleep for each grid-cell and each model, yielding estimates of the pro-

jected total individual sleep impacts for each grid-cell and model combination.

We then average across all global grid cells—weighting cells by their estimated

2015 human population counts (using Gridded Population of the World

[GPWv4] data117)—to compute the population-weighted average annual indi-

vidual temperature-driven sleep loss and short sleep for each climate model-

year (Figures 4A and 4B).We plot the distributions of all temperature-attributed

individual short sleep projections, along with model-specific estimates (Fig-

ure 4B). Separately, we compute and plot country-level projected annual sleep

loss (per person) by instead averaging grid cells for each country, across all 21

downscaled climate models (Figure S6).

Grid cell annual net sleep change projection maps

To map the projected change in global sleep impacts by mid-century and end

of century under different anthropogenic forcing scenarios, we separately plot

the ensemble mean estimate of annual per-person temperature-attributed

sleep loss (Figures 5A–5D) and short sleep (Figures 5E–5H) across all models

for each grid cell. Thus, each colored grid cell represents the projected addi-

tional annual individual sleep loss (Figures 5A–5D) or short sleep (Figures 5E–

5H) for a person residing within the area demarcated by that grid cell, net of the

2010 temperature-attributed excess sleep loss for the same grid cell.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental information can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.
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